
Mad World lyrics
Songwriters: Orzabal, Roland;
All around me are familiar faces
Worn out places, worn out faces
Bright and early for their daily races
Goin' nowhere, goin' nowhere
Their tears are fillin' up their glasses
No expression, no expression
Hide my head I want to drown my 
sorrow
No tomorrow, no tomorrow

And I find it kind of funny
I find it kind of sad
The dreams in which I'm dyin'
Are the best I've ever had
I find it hard to tell you
'Cause I find it hard to take
When people run in circles
It's a very, very
Mad world, mad world
Mad world, mad world

Children waitin' for the day they feel 
good
Happy birthday, happy birthday
Made to feel the way that every child 
should
Sits and listen, sits and listen
Went to school and I was very 
nervous
No one knew me, no one knew me
Hello teacher tell me what's my 
lesson?
Look right through me, look right 
through me

And I find it kind of funny
I find it kind of sad
The dreams in which I'm dyin'
Are the best I've ever had
I find it hard to tell you
'Cause I find it hard to take
When people run in circles
It's a very, very
Mad world, mad world
Mad world, mad world

And I find it kind of funny
I find it kind of sad
The dreams in which I'm dyin'
Are the best I've ever had
I find it hard to tell you
'Cause I find it hard to take
When people run in circles
It's a very, very
Mad world, mad world
Mad world, mad world
A raunchy young world
Mad world
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Dizzee Rascal - Excuse Me Please

Sometimes I think the whole world's gone 
crazy 
The **** I see, it don't cease to amaze me 
I get baffled everytime I try and suss it 
And now I've had enough, so excuse me 
please, **** it 
Can somebody tell me what this world's about 
Can somebody tell me what this life's about 
I just can't work it out 
No sense, no logic, I can't get a grip of it 
I do my best to understand it but I've never got 
it 
I watch the people slug it out and struggle in 
the system 
But the end result's the same whether a Muslim 
or a Christian 
There's so much hate in the world we're 
fighting, what are we fighting for? 
When the rich keep getting richer and the poor 
keep getting ignored 
Lord 
I took it there and now it's time to take it 
further 
If a policeman kills somebody, is that 
policeman still a murderer? 
He's got a worthy cause, I guess that gives him 
some immunity 
Or is he just another lost soul in our 
community? 
To take a life's a serious thing and only God 
can judge it 
Would he look at it like it's for the safety of the 
public? 
And if you don't wanna pay the price you 
really shouldn't thug it 
I know I am playing with fire but **** it, I 
love it 
Cause 
**** it, ya get me? 
I don't give no... 
Is it me? 
It must just be me 
You know, know what I mean? 
There's no point even going through it, man 
It is the **** what it is, I guess 

You know what I mean? 
**** it! 
Who's in charge of the stupid place? 
I wanna punch his stupid face 
Yeah, it ain't right but it's a shame 
Gotta be someone I can blame 
Someones gotta have answers, someone's 
written a masterplan 
Cause I can't see no sign of God's involvement, 
this has gotta be man 
So much madness in the world 
So much evil and confusion 
But there's so much good as well 
So there's got to be some solution 
So that means there must be hope 
Maybe room for revolution 
So that means there must be hope 
Maybe room for revolution 
**** it, ya get me? 
Shout to my people out there 
Wonderin what it is really all about 
I guess we'll never know 
Unless you really wanna know 
Maths & English; stupid 
Yeah! 
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The Fray
You Found Me
Songwriters: King, Joseph; Slade, Isaac;

I found God on the corner of 1st and 
Amistad
Where the West was all but won
All alone, smoking his last cigarette
I said, "Where you been?" He said, "Ask 
anything"

Where were you when everything was 
falling apart?
All my days were spent by the telephone 
that never rang
And all I needed was a call that never came
To the corner of 1st and Amistad

Lost and insecure, you found me, you 
found me
Lying on the floor surrounded, surrounded
Why'd you have to wait? Where were you? 
Where were you?

Just a little late, you found me, you found 
me

But in the end everyone ends up alone
Losing her, the only one who's ever known
Who I am, who I'm not and who I wanna be
No way to know how long she will be next 
to me

Lost and insecure, you found me, you 
found me
Lying on the floor surrounded, surrounded
Why'd you have to wait? Where were you? 
Where were you?
Just a little late, you found me, you found 
me!

The early morning, the city breaks
And I've been calling for years and years 
and years and years
And you never left me no messages
You never sent me no letters
You got some kind of nerve taking all I 
want!

Lost and insecure, you found me, you 
found me
Lying on the floor, where were you? Where 
were you?

Lost and insecure, you found me, you 
found me
Lying on the floor surrounded, surrounded
Why'd you have to wait? Where were you? 
Where were you?
Just a little late, you found me, you found 
me!

Why'd you have to wait to find me, to find 
me?
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Fyodor Dostoyevski The Brothers 
Karamazov [extracts]*

“This poor child of five was subjected to every 
possible torture by those cultivated parents. They 
beat her, thrashed her, kicked her for no reason till 
her body was one bruise. Then, they went to greater 
refinements of cruelty- shut her up all night in the 
cold and frost in a privy, and because she didn’t ask 
to be taken up at night (as though a child of five 
sleeping its angelic, sound sleep could be trained to 
wake and ask), they smeared her face and filled her 
mouth with excrement, and it was her mother, her 
mother did this. And that mother could sleep, 
hearing the poor child’s groans! Can you 
understand why a little creature, who can’t even 
understand what’s done to her, should beat her little 
aching heart with her tiny fist in the dark and the 
cold, and weep her meek unresentful tears to dear, 
kind God to protect her? Do you understand that, 
friend and brother, you pious and humble novice? 
Do you understand why this infamy must be and is 
permitted? Without it, I am told, man could not 
have existed on earth, for he could not have known 
good and evil. Why should he know that diabolical 
good and evil when it costs so much? Why, the 
whole world of knowledge is not worth that child’s 
prayer to dear, kind God’! I say nothing of the 
sufferings of grown-up people, they have eaten the 
apple, damn them, and the devil take them all! But 
these little ones! I am making you suffer, Alyosha, 
you are not yourself. I’ll leave off if you like.”...

...Listen! If all must suffer to pay for the eternal 
harmony, what have children to do with it, tell me, 

please? It’s beyond all comprehension why they 
should suffer, and why they should pay for the 
harmony. Why should they, too, furnish material to 
enrich the soil for the harmony of the future? I 
understand solidarity in sin among men. I 
understand solidarity in retribution, too; but there 
can be no such solidarity with children. And if it is 
really true that they must share responsibility for all 
their fathers’ crimes, such a truth is not of this 
world and is beyond my comprehension. Some 
jester will say, perhaps, that the child would have 
grown up and have sinned, but you see he didn’t 
grow up, he was torn to pieces by the dogs, at eight 
years old. Oh, Alyosha, I am not blaspheming! I 
understand, of course, what an upheaval of the 
universe it will be when everything in heaven and 
earth blends in one hymn of praise and everything 
that lives and has lived cries aloud: ‘Thou art just, 
O Lord, for Thy ways are revealed.’ When the 
mother embraces the fiend who threw her child to 
the dogs, and all three cry aloud with tears, ‘Thou 
art just, O Lord!’ then, of course, the crown of 
knowledge will be reached and all will be made 
clear. But what pulls me up here is that I can’t 
accept that harmony. And while I am on earth, I 
make haste to take my own measures. You see, 
Alyosha, perhaps it really may happen that if I live 
to that moment, or rise again to see it, I, too, 
perhaps, may cry aloud with the rest, looking at the 
mother embracing the child’s torturer, ‘Thou art 
just, O Lord!’ but I don’t want to cry aloud then. 
While there is still time, I hasten to protect myself, 
and so I renounce the higher harmony altogether. 
It’s not worth the tears of that one tortured child 
who beat itself on the breast with its little fist and 
prayed in its stinking outhouse, with its unexpiated 
tears to ‘dear, kind God’! It’s not worth it, because 
those tears are unatoned for....

...Tell me yourself, I challenge your answer. 
Imagine that you are creating a fabric of human 
destiny with the object of making men happy in the 
end, giving them peace and rest at last, but that it 
was essential and inevitable to torture to death only 
one tiny creature- that baby beating its breast with 
its fist, for instance- and to found that edifice on its 
unavenged tears, would you consent to be the 
architect on those conditions? Tell me, and tell the 
truth.”...
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